AVIGILON SECURITY
CAMERA CHECKLIST
Are you using the best camera for the situation you are trying to capture? Security
managers oversee a multitude of issues within the network and equipment.
Manufacturing or electrical failures result in frustration and often force managers to be
reactive and not proactive.
Get proactive with the TTI Security Camera Checklist:
My business has the right amount of cameras installed
I have oversaturated a specific area with cameras
Do you know that one camera would do the same and not be intrusive to
your architecture?
I am paying for manufacturer support on licenses
Do you know your license options and where to save money?
Still running cameras on analog
I check my cameras once a month to ensure they are all working properly
My video images are clear enough to make out a license plate or face
My cameras work in low or no light situations
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My cameras work in the snow and rain
I can view my cameras on my phone, iPad and/or remotely
The local police can view my surveillance videos
I am aware of how many users are authorized to review my
surveillance videos
Our users have training regularly on our equipment
The length of time it takes for me to export evidence is manageable and is
time-stamped for prosecution
All of my cameras are running the latest software
My server (s) is set-up to retain the correct number of days. I am aware of how
many days it should be retaining information
We have a budget to allow for a new camera project when we need it
My video is choppy
It can take hours to search for specific events, which is not ideal
I am monitoring the security of my network to ensure no one can hack into my
system through my cameras

If by reviewing this checklist and you are left with questions
on the security of your network and the quality of your
cameras, a quick conversation with Turn-key Technologies can
help you rest a little easier.
I HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT MY CAMERAS AND NETWORK.
SCHEDULE MY CALL TODAY
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